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Analogies of The ONE (2). 

The Sun always shines, but sometimes clouds get in the way. It doesn't mean 

the Sun (The One) is not there. The One is Here. Always. Always Present, 

Always Here, Shining. Just like clouds in the sky can distort it, so can our 

individual (and collective) states of mind and being, which, as contractions, can 

obscure the Light of The One- The Light of the Sun. (And yet ‘every cloud has a 

silver lining’- perhaps all that arises in Consciousness has a lesson to teach us 

on our path of growth). 

Another analogy. Oneness can be represented by a screen. A blank screen like 

often used with a projector. We can project whatever we want onto the 

screen. But the screen remains the screen. Oneness remains Oneness, Truth 

remains Truth. Whether we live with it or live against it... The Truth Is.  

Wouldn't it make sense to align with it and stop fighting it? We can still enjoy 

the play of images on the screen, but just not be lost in them as though they 

were the only truth. Don't forget the Ever-Present backdrop! Don't forget the 

(Blank) Screen! 

Whether scenes of fire are played on it, scenes of ice and flooding water- the 

screen is neither burned, frozen, nor made wet. And whatever light images are 

played upon it, it is still all light. Whatever frequency of light, light remains 

light. The Light remains The Light. This is an analogy which demonstrates the 

Eternal Nature of Spirit-Soul. 

Images and impressions and expressions can seem very real- and are- on their 

own terms, and in terms of the time-space world of which they are a part. But 

we would do well to remember the Higher Order of Truth... to focus on what is 

Eternal and Unchanging, beyond the show projected on the screen, which is 

transitory and passing (however significant, challenging, or enjoyable it may be 

at the time- these are things to honour and be aware of also!). 

Beyond the dream, The Light is One Light. But different frequencies create 

different images and scenes. In the dream, there is difference. Things agree, 

are neutral, or are at odds. As individual people/ species/ beings/ experiences, 

we are different frequencies of the One Light of Love. 

Life is real in time and space if you are looking at 'reality' in terms of time and 

space. Much of our lives are lived on this level- we can’t reject that and still 

remain balanced. But when you see the Greater Order of Reality- the Depths/ 
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Heights/ Backdrop, PURE LIGHT OF LOVE, what we call 'real' in our lives can be 

seen as a dream. 

Life as a dream, a ride, an experience… of The One. And if this One is God, then 

we could be seen as characters within God's dream. Or God’s videogame. 

And this dream operates in separation. The separation of characters from their 

environment and from each other… with the possibility to move closer or 

further away… to find separate things, objects, to make progress, to discover… 

But it is the dream of One. It is the dream of the Whole. 

THE ONE’S DREAM JOURNEY. 

And it's all how we look at it. It's all how we attune our seeing... which is why 

working on ourselves is so important. For in many ways, we see as we are. 

Just because it is a dream does not mean it is not important. There is learning 

to be had here. Of us about ourselves and each other… of The One about Itself. 

We have responsibility and opportunity in this dream. We have the chance to 

experience real fulfilment. Just because it ‘is all illusion’ and science shows that 

all matter is ‘just energy,’ doesn’t mean that this isn’t a wonderful chance to be 

here- to live- to love- to experience. IT IS! 

Cells, organs, bodies, communities, worlds... all can be seen as separate, or as 

whole. It depends on what scale we are looking. It's all about how broad or 

narrow your consciousness is. Are we blinkered or are we expanded? It's not 

all about what we are seeing 'out there'... it is about how we are interpreting it 

'in here'. Take this to its full(est) extent, and you see 'in here' is the Core of 

Existence Itself. This is really the I/'Eye' that is looking. 

Pure Consciousness, having an experience of Itself. 

This is TRUE SELF, having an experience. Let’s not get lost in the play and end 

up thinking the character in it is the main experiencer. Learn to see beyond 

limitations to the Universal One that is the ONLY CHARACTER. 

Many ways to see it. Perhaps we could see Oneness as the Theatre, the word 

as The Play, and the individuals as the specific experiences. But that’s not really 

an analogy, more a comment on reality! (As any good performance tends to 

be!). 
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So yes, this One exists in the world in terms of scale, order and majesty. A cell 

is whole in itself, but made up of different components. And many cells make 

up an organ. An organ, like the heart or a lung, can be whole in itself. But it 

needs the smaller cells (that comprise it, to make it up) and the greater body 

(to house it, to contribute to). Even a whole physical body appears to be one 

onto itself, if stood in isolation. But it is actually, of course, part of a wider 

environment of interaction. And each neighbourhood makes up a city. Walking 

through the street burdened by worries, sitting on a hill, feeling breezy. 

Ground level grit, pretty lights from planes. It’s all about perspective. 

There are bodies in the world and worlds in bodies. We are each part of one 

world, and yet we all contain worlds within us. Worlds of our own innate 

creativity. Worlds of possibility, of chaos, contradiction and order. And just as 

the worlds need the universe to hold them, as the backdrop in which they 

exist, so the universe needs the worlds in order to bring experience and 

expression into effect. And the worlds need the people (and the people need 

the worlds), etc., etc. 

Love is the Essence. The Universe is the manifest expression of Love. Love is in 

the Universe and the Universe is in Love. With Itself. Not in limitation only- but 

in Boundless Truth. This Boundless Truth finds its home in both limitation 

(funnily- or painfully- enough) and limitlessness. But it is our yearning for truth- 

for meaning, beyond just limitation, that gives us insight into our Truest 

Nature. It is this Truest Nature we must live by if we are to be fulfilled. Indeed, 

our lives are the fulfilling of This! To recognise this is to elevate ourselves 

beyond the mundane and into the Spiritual, and the sacred marriage of 

Elevated and grounded- vast and (vastness) in-formed. 

The microcosm is in the macrocosm and the macrocosm is in the microcosm. 

And maybe the barriers aren't as strict as we think. 

And yes, it’s all about the balance. 

Silence gives rise to sound. Sound emerges out of Silence and fades away back 

to Silence. You could say sound is the formulation of Silence… the child of 

Silence. Just like we (as separate individual beings) are children of God / Love. 

Breath arises out of silence and falls away back to silence. The spaces of silence 

expand when you focus on them. These are the spaces of the One Space of 

YOUR OWN PRESENCE, LOVE. 
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Specificity gives way to One. The up and down escalators cancel themselves 

out… even though each person going in whatever direction feels very self-

important and has a particular way they are going… and must go. On one level, 

direction, movement, purpose. On another, balance. On another… Nothing 

happening, because it all cancels itself out… the balance of duality folds back 

into One for somebody who sees from this perspective. 

Movement arises out of Stillness, exists in Stillness, and returns to Stillness. 

This Stillness is the Present state- the state of Presence- of Being Present, that 

we can carry within us ‘out’ in the world. The Stillness we can carry within 

ourselves as we whirl and are whirled about in the world. Even in the noise, 

perhaps. Depends on your focus, and the strength of that focus. 

Out of Silence, many sounds. Out of Stillness, many movements. Oneness 

exists in many forms. Contains the possibility of all sounds and none, all 

movements and none, all religions and beliefs, and none. Oneness remains 

Oneness. Heart remains Heart. Life remains Life. 

Water is water, whether in ice, water or vapour. Whether in flowing river or 

boiling kettle. The forms are different, but the Essence is the same. That's what 

all this is about. The Non-dual is always Present, but the dual- the contents- 

vary over (and across) time and space. The Non-dual is Ever-Present. The 

appearances in duality are sometimes present, sometimes not. Just like the 

clouds in the sky, mentioned earlier. Weather is changeable… Sky Exists. 

But the duality is made of Oneness. 

Punching out words to talk of the Divine... like painting your name in the sky. 

Butter melting. Butter is butter as butter. Butter melts and is still butter. You 

might see the dualistic state as a slab of butter (it’s formed, defined, ‘surely’ 

existing to the external senses)... and the melting is the relaxing of the rigid 

edges of Being... into the relaxed and open state of Consciousness- The Non-

dual Oneness where borders and boundaries have dissolved. But it's all the 

same stuff. And it’s not so much 'stuff' as Essence. 

YOUR OWN BEING (…whatever stories you tell about it). 

 

~Nathan Godolphin 

(28/01/18). 


